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Welcome 
Welcome to the 2018 Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Catalogue.

Chemistry studies the properties of matter, its composition, and the changes it 
undergoes. The field explores a wide variety of topics from biochemistry, medicinal 
chemistry and environmental chemistry to organic and inorganic chemistry, analytical 
chemistry and electrochemistry.

This catalogue also includes titles in Chemical Engineering. Chemical Engineering 
essentially involves chemical reaction engineering, plant and process design, and 
the study of transport phenomena. It encompasses applications in bioprocessing, 
chemical processing and design, clean and sustainable processes, mass transfer 
and thermodynamics, process control, energy, fuels, and petrochemicals. Chemical 
Engineering employs principles of chemistry, biology, physics, and math to convert raw 
materials or chemicals into more useful forms, as well as to pioneer valuable materials 
and related techniques essential to emerging fields such as nanotechnology, fuel cells, 
and bioengineering.

We welcome your feedback on our publishing programme, so please do not hesitate 
to get in touch – whether you want to read, write, review, adapt or buy, we want to 
hear from you, so please visit our website below or please contact your local sales 
representative for more information.
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Practical Guide to LC Analysis of NutraceuticalsDetermination of Target Xenobiotics and Unknown

Compounds Residue in Food, Environmental, and
Biological Samples

Supradip Saha, Division of Agricultural Chemicals, ICAR - Indian Agricultural Chamicals,
India
Due to fast growing research in nutraceuticals and natural products, there is a need for
simple and reliable analytical technique to separate, analyze and quantify them. This bookEdited by Tomasz Tuzimski, Medical University of Lublin, Poland and Joseph Sherma,

Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, USA will not only deal with the analysis of nutraceuticals, but will also focus on the extraction
and purification of the analytes using newer tools/instruments. It will also help the analyst
during the actual estimation of these compounds from different matrices.

Series: Chromatographic Science Series
Xenobiotics are chemical compounds foreign to a given biological system. In animals and
humans, xenobiotics include drugs, drug metabolites, and environmental pollutants. In CRC Press

Market: Chemistrythe environment, xenobiotics include synthetic pesticides, herbicides, and industrial
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 272pp

pollutants. Many techniques are used in xenobiotics residue analysis; the method selected Hb: 978-1-138-71338-3: $139.95
depends on the complexity of the sample, the nature of the matrix/analytes, and the eBook: 978-1-315-19886-6
analytical techniques available. This reference will help the analyst develop effective and * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138713383
validated analytical strategies for the analysis of hundreds of different xenobiotics on
hundreds of different sample types, quickly, accurately and at acceptable cost.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2018: 7 x 10: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78013-1: $299.95
eBook: 978-1-498-78015-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498780131

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
High Performance Liquid Chromatography in
Phytochemical Analysis, Second Edition
Edited by Monika Waksmundzka-Hajnos, Medical University of Lublin, Poland, Lukasz
M. Ciesla, Assistant Professor, The University of Alabama, USA and Joseph Sherma,
Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, USA
Series: Chromatographic Science Series
The powerful, efficient technique of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is
essential to the standardization of plant-based drugs, identification of plant material, and
creation of new herbal medicines. This second edition continues to offer a complete
description of the techniques, materials, and instrumentation of column HPLC and its
application to essentially all primary and secondary plant metabolites. Chapters will be
updated to reflect the dynamic developments in HPLC phytochemical analysis and new
chapters will cover chemometrics and the role of HPLC in determining bioactivity of plant
metabolites. The contributing authors present a global, authoritative view of the field.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 700pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77534-2: $349.95
eBook: 978-1-498-77536-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-09260-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498775342

TEXTBOOK • READER
Instrumental Analytical Chemistry: An Introduction
James W. Robinson, Eileen M. Skelly Frame, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, USA and George M. Frame II, New York State Department of Health, Albany,
USA
This book is the concise version of the author’s very successful Undergraduate Instrumental
Analysis textbook. It includes the fundamental principles, techniques, applidations, and
descriptions of instrumentation. The scope of the book covers just what is needed for an
undergraduate courde but also includes extensive references for further research on the
topic.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 720pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19647-6: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-315-30115-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138196476

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Hemicelluloses and Lignin in BiorefineriesBioethanol and Natural Resources

Jean-Luc Wertz, Magali Deleu, Séverine Coppée and
Aurore Richel
Series: Green Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Hemicelluloses and Lignin in Biorefineries provides an
understanding of lignocellulosic biomass, which is mainly
composed of cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin. It promotes
the valorization of these molecules in the context of the
bioeconomy and presents hemicelluloses and lignin as the
molecules of the future. The viability of these molecules lies in
their renewability and potential. This book covers all aspects of
hemicelluloses and lignin including structure, biosynthesis,
extraction, biodegradation, and conversion. The book also looks
ahead to the socioeconomic and environmental value of
biobased industry and emphasizes an understanding of the

potential of lignocellulosic biomass.

Substrates, Chemistry and Engineered Systems
Ruben Michael Ceballos, University of Arkansas, Arkansas
USA.
Bioethanol and Natural Resources: Substrates, Chemistry and
Engineered Systems provides a comprehensive review of
feedstocks, physiochemical and biological pretreatments,
molecular substrates, cellulolytic and ligninolytic enzymes, and
advanced technologies for producing bioethanol.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science

CRC PressNovember 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 202pp
Market: Engineering - ChemicalHb: 978-1-498-77041-5: $169.95
October 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 308ppeBook: 978-1-498-77049-1
Hb: 978-1-138-72098-5: $179.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498770415
eBook: 978-1-315-19477-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138720985

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Industrial Heat Pump-Assisted Wood DryingChemical Ecology
Vasile Minea, Hydro-Québec Research Institute, Shawinigan, Québec, CanadaThe Ecological Impacts of Marine Natural Products
Series: Advances in Drying Science and TechnologyEdited by Melany P. Puglisi-Weening, Ph.D., Chicago State University, Illinois, USA,

Mikel A. Becerro and Valerie Paul This book discusses conventional as well as unconventional wood drying technologies. It
covers fundamental thermophysical and energetic aspects and integrates two complexDuring the past 20 years marine chemical ecology emerged as a respected field of study

providing a better understanding of the role natural products play in organisms and their thermodynamic systems, conventional kilns and heat pumps, aimed at improving the
energy performance of dryers and the final quality of dried lumber. It discusses advancedenvironments. Ample data in this book advocates the conservation of marine environments
components, kiln energy requirements, modeling, and software and emphasizes dryer/heatfor future drug discovery efforts while sustaining the health of marine environments. Marine
pump optimum coupling, control, and energy efficiency. Problems are included in mostchemical ecology has expanded to include research in the areas of predator-prey
chapters as practical, numerical examples for process and system/components calculationinteractions, marine microbial chemical ecology, and seasonal and geographical distribution

of marine natural products. and design. The book presents promising advancements and R&D challenges and future
requirements.

CRC Press
CRC PressMarket: Environmental Science
Market: Engineering - Industrial & ManufacturingNovember 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 400pp
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 304ppHb: 978-1-482-24880-7: $199.95
Hb: 978-1-138-04125-7: $199.95eBook: 978-1-482-24881-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138041257* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482248807

Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • NEW EDITION
Quantitative Structure – Activity RelationshipHandbook of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,

Fifth Edition A practical approach
Siavoush Dastmalchi, Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Iran, Maryam
Hamzeh-Mivehroud, Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Iran and Babak Sokouti,
Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Edited by Roger L. Lundblad, Lundblad Biotechnology,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA and Fiona Macdonald, CRC
Press, Boca Raton, Florida, USA
A comprehensive compendium of basic information on proteins,
nucleic acids, lipids and carbohydrates, the revised edition will
retain the concise, easy-to-use format of the original edition.
The book will include data on amino acids; peptides; proteins;
lipids; vitamins; nucleic acids; carbohydrates; physical and
chemical data; and proteomics, genomics and cell biology. New
sections will be added on DNA modification, novel protein
analysis methods, lipidomics and chemical biology.

Quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) is a computational approach for
mathematically connecting structural features of compounds to their biological activities.
This unique volume provides the essence of QSAR analysis in a practical manner. It illustrates
the basic principles essential for assisting readers in performing analyses.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36209-8: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11307-6

CRC Press * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815362098
Market: Chemistry
June 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 848pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03309-2: $279.95
eBook: 978-1-315-31444-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-39168-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033092

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Reversibility of Chronic Disease and
Hypersensitivity, Volume 4
The Environmental Aspects of Chemical Sensitivity

William J. Rea, Environmental Health Center and Kalpana
D. Patel, Allergy and Environmental Health Center WNY,
Buffalo, New York, USA
Reversibility of Chronic Disease and Hypersensitivity, Volume 4: The
Environmental Aspects of Chemical Sensitivity  is the fourth of an
encyclopedic five-volume set describing the basic physiology,
chemical sensitivity, diagnosis, and treatment of chronic
degenerative disease studied in a 5x less polluted controlled
environment. This text focuses on treatment techniques,
strategies, protocols, prescriptions, and technologies.
Distinguishing itself from previous works on chemical sensitivity,
it explains newly understood mechanisms of chronic disease
and hypersensitivity, involving core molecular function.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2017: 7 x 10: 990pp
Hb: 978-1-439-81350-8: $249.95
eBook: 978-1-315-37482-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439813508

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Reversibility of Chronic Disease and
Hypersensitivity, Volume 5
Treatment Options of Chemical Sensitivity

William J. Rea, Environmental Health Center and Kalpana
D. Patel, Allergy and Environmental Health Center WNY,
Buffalo, New York, USA
The clinical approaches to the chronic degenerative diseases
that drain our resources, and compromise our well-being, have
become almost exclusively symptom-focused. The common
wisdom is that they are idiopathic with final outcomes to be
managed rather than prevented or cured. That they are
potentially reversible rarely enters any discussion between doctor
and patient. Reversibility of Chronic Disease and Hypersensitivity,
Volume 5: Treatment Options of Chemical Sensitivity , the final
volume of this set, offers a much different perspective on chronic
degenerative disease; one that disputes the idiopathic label

attached to most, as well as the usual fatalistic prognosis.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
December 2017: 7 x 10: 902pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78136-7: $229.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15525-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498781367

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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99th Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 99th
Edition

Careers in Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Victor Edwards and Suzanne Shelley, Prescision Prose Inc.
This book will convey the scope of chemical and biomolecular engineering practice, with
a goal of helping students interested in studying chemical engineering and biomolecular

Edited by John Rumble, R&R Data Services, Gaithersburg, MD
In a world with access to unlimited amounts of data, how can users who need to make
critical scientific and technical decisions find high quality, reliable data? Today, more than

engineering to understand the many potential career pathways that are available for
graduates in these dynamic fields. This book will be written so that it can be read by high

ever, the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics remains a hallmark of quality. For overschool students and the general public. This book can serve as a supplement to both
100 years, the Handbook has provided property data on chemical compounds (now overintroductory courses on chemical engineering theory and calculations, and other
20,000) and all physical particles that have been reported in the literature, carefully reviewed"introduction to engineering" college courses that are aimed at helping students decide

which branch of engineering (and thus course of study) might be most interesting to them. by subject experts. Every year older collections are updated with the latest values and new
areas will be added as science progresses.

CRC Press
CRC PressMarket: Engineering - Chemical
Market: ChemistryJuly 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 170pp
June 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1500ppHb: 978-0-815-38086-3: $149.95
Hb: 978-1-138-56163-2: $229.95Pb: 978-1-138-09991-3: $59.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-78454-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815380863
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138561632

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Fluid Mechanics and Heat TransferChemistry of Marine Systems
Inexpensive Demonstrations and Laboratory ExercisesPenny Vlahos, University of Connecticut, Groton, USA and Robert Mason, University

of Connecticut, Groton, USA Edited by William Roy Penney, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR and Edgar C.
Clausen, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, ARThe study of the biology, chemistry and physics of the ocean is critical to our understanding

of the current biosphere and how it may evolve with future climate change. This unique This practical book is an ideal resource for chemical engineering, mechanical engineering,
and engineering technology professors and instructors starting a new laboratory or in needtextbook offers a comprehensive scope of the major components of marine chemistry.

The purpose is to review important concepts of pure chemistry that are most relevant to of cost-effective and easy to replicate demonstrations. The book details the equipment
marine chemistry and then apply them to specific marine topics. The book will not be just required to perform each experiment, along with the required experimental protocol and
a descriptive state of the science, but, by spanning topics such as the formation of the safety precautions. Background theory is presented for each experiment, as well as sample
oceans, the role oceans play in regulating our climate’s chemistry, it will demonstrate the
ocean’s dominant influence over the biosphere.

data collected by students and a complete analysis and treatment of the data using
correlations from the literature.

CRC Press CRC Press
Market: Life Science Market: Engineering - Chemical
November 2018: 7 x 10: 450pp February 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76985-3: $149.95 Hb: 978-0-815-37436-7: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-498-76986-0 Pb: 978-0-815-37431-2: $69.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498769853 eBook: 978-1-351-24233-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815374367

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Fundamentals and Operations in Food Process
Engineering

Chemometrics in Chromatography
Edited by Łukasz Komsta, Medical University of Lublin, Department of Medicinal
Chemistry, Poland, Yvan Vander Heyden, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium
and Joseph Sherma, Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, USA Susanta Kumar Das, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India and Madhusweta

Das, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India
Series: Chromatographic Science Series

‘Fundamentals and Operations in Food Process Engineering’ deals with basic engineering
principles and transport processes applied to food processing, followed by specific unitChemometrics uses advanced mathematical and statistical algorithms to provide maximum

chemical information by analyzing chemical data, and obtain knowledge of chemical operations with large number of worked out examples and problems for practice in each
systems. Chemometrics significantly extends the possibilities of chromatography and with chapter. This book is divided into four sections namely, fundamentals in food process
the technological advances of the personal computer and continuous development of engineering, mechanical operations in food processing, thermal operations in food
open-source software, many laboratories are interested in incorporating chemometrics processing and mass transfer operations in food processing. This volume aims at students
into their chromatographic methods. This book is an up-to-date reference that presents pursuing courses on food science and food technology including broader section of

scientific personnel working in food processing and related industries.the most important information about each area of chemometrics used in chromatography,
demonstrating its effective use when applied to a chromatographic separation. CRC Press

Market: Engineering - ChemicalCRC Press
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 528ppMarket: Chemistry
Hb: 978-1-466-56090-1: $139.95February 2018: 7 x 10: 514pp
eBook: 978-1-466-56091-8Hb: 978-1-498-77253-2: $199.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466560901eBook: 978-1-315-15440-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498772532

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Recovery of Magnesium from SeawaterFundamentals of Chemical Separation Processes
Hussein K. Abdel-Aal, National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt - (Retired)Alan M. Lane
Magnesium is one of the most abundant minerals in seawater. Extracting Mg from seawater
could reduce cost of this mineral, resulting in positive implications for industries that use

This book reviews and builds on material learned in the first chemical engineering courses
such as Material and Energy Balances and Thermodynamics as applied to separations. It

it. This book addresses mineral process engineering with emphasis on Mg and providesfocuses on vapor-liquid systems such as distillation, absorption, and stripping and studies
practicing engineers and students with comprehensive knowledge on Mg and how it isextraction and membrane separations. It does not attempt to be a comprehensive treatment
extracted from seawater. The book takes a chemical engineering approach as separationof all separation processes but refers readers to other more complete works and is designed
of Mg from seawater involves the application of the powerful science of chemistry andfor a one semester course. It relies heavily on example problems including completely
transport phenomena principles. It presents a newly proposed process, preferential salt
separation (PSS), for producing MgCl2 from seawater.

worked and explained problems followed by “Try This At Home” guided examples. Most
examples have accompanying downloadable Excel spreadsheet simulations.

CRC PressCRC Press
Market: Engineering- ChemicalMarket: Engineering - Chemical
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 152ppNovember 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34633-3: $149.95Hb: 978-1-138-08608-1: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815346333* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138086081

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Sustainable Catalysis in Ionic LiquidsHandbook of Humidity Measurement, Volume 1
Edited by Pedro Lozano, Universidad de Murcia, SpainSpectroscopic Methods of Humidity Measurement
Sustainable Catalysis in Ionic Liquids  provides a current overview of the relatively
underexplored area of the use of room temperature ionic liquids as organocatalysts for a

Ghenadii Korotcenkov
Atmospheric water plays a key role in the climate and new methods for monitoring the
atmosphere have recently been developed based on measuring the absorption of range of organic reactions, including polymerizations. Using organic molecules to promote

reactions is an attractive option as these organic molecules can be safer than metal-basedelectromagnetic field in different spectral ranges. This book first reviews reasons to control
options. However, it is still important to be able to recycle and reuse these organic
promoters. Ionic liquids provide this opportunity.

humidity and the conventional devices used for the measurement of humidity and then
comprehensively covers humidity measurement devices based on optical principles of

CRC Pressmeasurement and optical and fiber-optic sensors. Optical Methods as well as a microwave
Market: Chemistryand THz ranges are outlined and strengths and weaknesses are analyzed. The role of

humidity-sensitive materials in optical and fiber-optic sensors is also detailed. October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55370-5: $149.95

CRC Press eBook: 978-1-315-14869-4
Market: Chemistry * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138553705
April 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30021-7: $179.95
eBook: 978-0-203-73195-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138300217

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Molecular Theory of Adsorption in Porous
Solids

Intelligent Control in Drying
Edited by Alex Martynenko, Dalhousie University, Department of Engineering, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada and Andreas Bück

Yu. K. Tovbin, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
In the adsorption phenomenon the substances from the external
environment the gas or liquid are absorbed by a solid surface
(adsorbent). Adsorption is used to separate gaseous and liquid
mixtures, for drying and purification of gases and liquids. This
reference broadly explores the calculation of the equilibrium
and dynamic characteristics of adsorption in porous bodies at
the molecular level. Two new theories of statistical physics are
presented, both developed by the author for the consistent
description of the equilibrium distribution of molecules and
dynamics of flows in complex porous materials to be able to
solve a wide range of practical tasks in the development of new
technologies.

Series: Advances in Drying Science and Technology
The first book to show benefits of intelligent control applications to drying processes, it
gives an overview of control principles and systems, from classical model-based to adaptive
and optimal control. The basic principles of intelligent control, such as fuzzy logic, neural
networks, and evolutionary algorithms are discussed. Attention is paid to real-time control
and dynamic optimization. Examples of intelligent control applications in various drying
operations are presented. It covers fundamental and practical aspects of knowledge-based
control, reasoning, expert systems, automation, artificial intelligence, computer vision,
sensor fusion and operations research.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73275-8: $179.95

CRC PresseBook: 978-1-498-73276-5
Market: Chemistry* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498732758
October 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 726pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04902-4: $229.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11629-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138049024

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Thermal Vibrational Convection in Porous Media
An Introduction
Yazdan Pedram Razi, Cisco Systems, San Jose, California, USA
Thermal vibrational convection refers to flows that appear when a nonuniformly heated
fluid is subject to external vibration.The book describes the physical mechanism of thermal
vibrational convection in porous media under gravitational field and the possibility of
convection under acceleration. It discusses applications of modeling microgravity
environments such as high frequency acceleration in a space station and material processing
in space. It covers various models such as Darcy, Brinkman and Forchheimer and reviews
experiments to obtain permeability, porosity and high velocity coefficients. It also discusses
porous media in gas production and chemical engineering.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79605-7: $219.95
eBook: 978-1-498-79606-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498796057
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Sugar Palm Biofibers, Biopolymers, and
Biocomposites

Introduction to Composite Materials Design, Third
Edition

Edited by S.M. Sapuan, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor and M.R. Ishak,
Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang

Ever J. Barbero, West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA
Series: Composite Materials
This Third Edition includes the latest analysis techniques for the
preliminary design of composite materials, including universal
carpet plots and temperature dependent properties. The book
features a practical, design-oriented presentation aimed at
students and practicing engineers learning analysis and design
of composite materials and structures. Expanding the coverage
of previous editions, the text provides the main tools on design
for reliability and an expanded material property database.
Readers will find this edition highly streamlined for teaching,
with new comprehensive examples and exercises emphasizing

design as well as practical content pertinent to current industry needs.

Researchers are studying new ways to utilize resources derived from natural fibres such as
sugar palm. This book covers fundamental processes to commercialized products of sugar
palm. It offers original research on the properties and behavior of sugar palm’s fibres,
polymers and biocomposites. It covers mechanical, physical, thermal, chemical,
environmental, morphological properties and optimal design of the sugar palm’s fibres,
polymers and biocomposites. The book also discusses innovative methods of fibre and
composite properties treatments and enhancements, potential and recent product
developments from sugar palm.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
July 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75302-9: $189.95

CRC Press eBook: 978-1-498-75303-6
Market: Materials Science * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498753029
October 2017: 7 x 10: 534pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19680-3: $119.95
eBook: 978-1-315-29649-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138196803

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Kenaf Fibers and Composites
Edited by S. M. Sapuan, Universiti Putra Malaysia, M.R. Ishak, Universiti Putra Malaysia,
Serdang, J. Sahari, Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Kota Kinabalu and Muhammed Lamin
Sanyang
Kenaf fibre is gaining attention an alternative reinforcement for composite products due
to low cost, low environmental impact, and mechanical properties.The book covers kenaf
fibres and composites, from raw material preparation to final products. It discusses fibre
characterization and properties, preparing kenaf based composites and design,
manufacturing and applications. It covers hybrid fibre composites, kenaf fibre thermosetting
composites, kenaf fibre thermoplastic composites, kenaf fibres in various lengths, and forms
and arrangements such as particulates, continuous roving, and woven fabrics.
Cellulose-based kenaf composites and kenaf fibre-filled biopolymer composites are
presented.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75342-5: $189.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498753425

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Nanocellulose and Sustainability
Production, Properties, Applications, and Case Studies

Edited by Koon-Yang Lee, Imperial College London, United
Kingdom
Series: Sustainability: Contributions through Science and
Technology
Nanocellulose and Sustainability: Production, Properties,
Applications, and Case Studies  provides a comprehensive
overview of nanocellulose production, nanocellulose properties
and nanocellulose in selected applications.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76103-1: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-351-26292-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498761031
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
What Every Engineer Should Know About Excel,
Second Edition

Friction, Wear, Lubrication
A Textbook in Tribology, Second Edition
Kenneth C Ludema, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA and Layo Ajayi, Argone
National Labratory

J. P. Holman, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas,
USA and Blake K. Holman, Chief Information Officer, St.
David’s Foundation, Austin, TX
Series: What Every Engineer Should Know
Thispractical guide unlocks the features and functions of MS
Excel using examples and screenshots. This second edition
reflects the latest version of Excel (2016) and is expanded to
include data management, connectivity to external data sources,
and integration with the cloud. It introduces the ribbon bar
navigation prevalent in Microsoft products beginning with the
2007 version of MS Office. It covers a variety of topics in
self-contained chapters.

The second edition of a bestseller, this book introduces tribology in a way that builds
students’ knowledge and understanding. It includes expanded information on topics such
as surface characterization as well as recent advances in the field. The book provides
additional descriptions of common testing methods, including diagrams and surface
texturing for enhanced lubrication, and more information on rolling element bearings. It
also explores surface profile characterization and elastic plastic contact mechanics including
wavy surface contact, rough surface contact models, friction and wear plowing models,
and thermodynamic analysis of friction.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 375pp

CRC PressHb: 978-1-482-21017-0: $89.95
Market: Engineering - GeneraleBook: 978-1-482-21019-4
October 2017: 7 x 10: 192ppPrev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-32685-1
Hb: 978-1-138-30614-1: $149.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482210170
Pb: 978-1-138-03530-0: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-315-26858-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138306141

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Technical Writing
A Practical Guide for Engineers and Scientists, Second Edition
Phillip A. Laplante, The Pennsylvania State University, Malvern, USA
Series: What Every Engineer Should Know
The second edition will contain new material in every chapter including new topics,
additional examples, insights, tips and tricks, new vignettes and more exercises. Appendices
will be added for writing checklists and writing samples. References will be updated. In
addition a focus on writing for the nontechnical persons working in the technology world
and the nonnative English speaker will be incorporated.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - General
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp
Pb: 978-1-138-62810-6: $49.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-439-82085-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138628106

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Physics of Solar Cells
Perovskites, Organics, and Photovoltaic Fundamentals

Juan Bisquert, Universitat Jaume I, Castello, Spain
Energy devices with solar cells and batteries are crucial in the
drive to obtain a carbon-free energy economy. Funding and
commercial applications are focused on developing new
materials and devices that perform required energy conversion
and storage processes with high efficiency, adequate capabilities,
and low production costs. This book provides an accessible
summary and introduction of the main physicochemical
principles that govern solar cells, perovskites, and organic
materials. Recent rapid advances in the science and technology
of solar cells with the discovery of perovskite solar cells and their
development to a highly efficient semiconductor solar cell are
highlighted.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2017: 7 x 10: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09997-5: $199.95
Pb: 978-1-138-09996-8: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-138-30524-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138099968
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Elastane in Sports and Medical TextilesAdvanced Materials for Membrane Fabrication and

Modification M. Senthilkumar, PSG Polytechnic College, Peelamedu, Coimbatore, India
Elastic garments have tremendous scope in the field of tight-fit sportswear and healthcare
application. Research towards improvement in the elasticity of fibre, yarn and fabrics and

Edited by Stephen Gray, Lau Woei Jye, Universiti Teknologi, Skudai, Malaysia,
Toshinori Tsuru, Hiroshima University, Department of Chemimal Engineering and
Yoram Cohen development in testing methods for elastic garments is the current requirement for the

industrial product development. This proposed book is about the elastane fibre, elastane
The book focuses on advanced materials for improving existing membrane performance
across a wide range of applications including water/wastewater treatment, gas separation

yarn and fabric production methods, new attempts in yarn production, commercial ways
of fabric manufacturing techniques and the fabric properties, new testing methods to test
the elastic products and their application of elastic garments in sports and healthcare.processes, organic solvent purification, and biomedical. It discusses new materials such as

ceramic and ionic liquid membrane development as well as polymeric-based membranes.
CRC Press

Recent advances in electrospun nanofiber membranes for separation process and Market: Materials Science
biomedical application are included. The book offers a comprehensive review of recent July 2018: 7 x 10: 336pp
advanced materials that can be used to fabricate novel membranes with improved Hb: 978-1-498-77954-8: $179.95
separation characteristics or to modify the existing membrane surface for achieving greater
performance.

eBook: 978-1-498-77955-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498779548

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
October 2018: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73905-5: $179.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138739055

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Firefighter's Clothing and EquipmentChemical Reactivity Hazards
Performance, Protection and ComfortPractical Assessment and Management
Edited by Guowen Song, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and Faming Wang,
Soochow University, Suzhou, Jiangsu, People's Republic of China

Seshasayi Dharmavaram, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware,
USA and James A. Klein, Consultant, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

Protective clothing and equipment used for firefighters protect them against their harsh
working environment loaded with strong thermal hazards, elevated environmental

This book provides practical approaches for assessing and managing chemical reactivity
hazards to help ensure safe industrial and research applications and to prevent potentially

temperatures, low oxygen concentration and smoke. This book describes an in depthcatastrophic incidents. It offers practical approaches and proven methods for both evaluating
review of firefighting clothing and equipment, and also explicitly addresses the performanceand managing chemical reactivity hazards. Topics covered include an introduction, chemical
of protection and comfort in textile engineering, clothing design, and evaluation. Coveredreactivity concepts, quantitative methods, testing methods, screening for chemical reactivity

hazards, application in different types of facilities, and managing chemical reactivity hazards. topics includeprotection and comfort requirements for firefighting clothing and equipment,
testing methods, standards and performance evaluation, smart firefighting clothing for
first responders and numerical modeling of performance of firefighting clothing.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224pp CRC Press
Hb: 978-1-498-73471-4: $159.95 Market: Materials Science
eBook: 978-1-498-73472-1 August 2018: 7 x 10: 376pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498734714 Hb: 978-1-498-74273-3: $209.95

eBook: 978-1-498-74275-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498742733

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Adhesive Technology, Third EditionChemometric Monitoring

Edited by Antonio Pizzi and Kashmiri L. Mittal
This classic reference examines the mechanisms driving
adhesion, categories of adhesives, techniques for bond formation
and evaluation, and major industrial applications. Integrating
recent innovation and improved instrumentation, the work offers
broad and comprehensive coverage. This edition incorporates
several new adhesive classes, new application topics, and recent
developments with nanoadhesives and bio-based adhesives.
Existing chapters are thoroughly updated, revised, or replaced
and authored by top specialists in the field. Abundant figures,
tables, and equations appear throughout the work.

CRC Press

Product Quality Assessment, Process Fault Detection, and Applications
Madhusree Kundu, NIT Rourkela, Sundargarh District, Orissa,
India, Palash Kumar Kundu, Jadavpur University, Kolkata,
West Bengal, India and Seshu K. Damarla, NIT Rourkela,
Rourkela, Sundargarh District, Orissa, India
Data collection, compression, storage, and interpretation have
become mature technologies over the years. Extraction of
meaningful information from the process historical database
seems to be a natural and logical choice. In view of this, this
book aims to apply the data driven knowledge base in ensuring
safe process operation through timely detection of process
abnormal and normal operating conditions.

CRC Press Market: Materials Science
Market: Engineering - Chemical December 2017: 7 x 10: 644pp
October 2017: 7 x 10: 330pp Hb: 978-1-498-73644-2: $329.95
Hb: 978-1-498-78007-0: $209.95 eBook: 978-1-315-12094-2
Pb: 978-1-138-74621-3: $104.95 Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-70986-0
eBook: 978-1-498-78008-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498736442
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498780070
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Offshore Petroleum Drilling and ProductionHybrid Modeling in Process Industries

Sukumar Laik
This book provides comprehensive coverage of whole range of
activities of offshore oil and gas operations including offshore
environments, offshore drilling operation followed by various
operations of offshore oil and gas productions.

CRC Press

Edited by Jarka Glassey, Newcastle University, School of
Chemical Engineering and Advanced Materials, Tyne, United
Kingdom and Moritz von Stosch, University Nova de Lisboa,
Faculty of Science and Technology, Caparica, Portugal
The book is based on contributions of leading experts in the
field and it covers both hybrid modeling fundamentals and their
applications. The application part covers the utilization of hybrid
modeling for typical process operation and design applications
in industries such as chemical, petrochemical, biochemical, food
and pharmaceutical process engineering.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - ChemicalMarket: Engineering - Chemical
February 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 624ppFebruary 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 211pp
Hb: 978-1-498-70612-4: $189.00Hb: 978-1-498-74086-9: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-498-70613-1eBook: 978-1-351-18437-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498706124* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498740869

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Sub- and Supercritical Hydrothermal TechnologyMembrane Technology in Separation Science
Industrial ApplicationsMihir K. Purkait, Department of Chemical Engineering,

Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Assam, India and
Randeep Singh, Department of Chemical Engineering,
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Assam, India
The book explains fundamental and advanced topics related to
the field of membrane science including extensive coverage of
material selection, preparation, characterization and applications
of various membranes.

CRC Press

Sandeep Kumar, Associate Professor, Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering, Old Dominion University and Maoqi Feng, Southwest Research Institute
The use of sub- and supercritical (hydrothermal) water as reaction media and reactant
provides a path for reducing the use of organic solvents. The technology can be integrated
in industrial processing for safer, more flexible, economical, and ecological production in
the context of green and sustainable engineering. This book covers a wide range of
applications of hydrothermal processing that results in zero waste, high energy efficiency,
zero toxicity, and minimal impact over life cycle. Applications include processing of
hazardous waste, bioproducts, coal, lipids, heavy oil and bitumen, and carbon materials.
The book details deep well reactor design and corrosion and salt precipitation.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - ChemicalMarket: Chemical Engineering
December 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 352ppMarch 2018: 7 x 10: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08509-1: $150.00Hb: 978-1-138-62626-3: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-315-11118-6eBook: 978-1-315-22926-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138085091* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626263

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Multiphase Particulate Systems in Turbulent Flows
Fluid-Liquid and Solid-Liquid Dispersions
Wioletta Podgorska, Warsaw University of Technology, Warszawa, Poland
This book provides methods necessary to analyze complex particulate systems and related
phenomena. It covers liquid-liquid, gas-liquid, and solid-liquid dispersions. It provides
physical, chemical, and mathematical descriptions of fundamental processes influencing
crystal size and shape, suspension reology, interfacial area of drops and bubbles in extractors,
and bubble columns. It discusses connections between turbulent mixing mechanism and
precipitation, the influence of fine-scale turbulence structure, and interfacial phenomena.
It presents a multifractal approach to mathematical modeling as well as PBE solving
methods.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 425pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23568-5: $239.95
eBook: 978-1-482-23570-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482235685
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Clay Mineral Catalysis of Organic ReactionsAdsorption and Diffusion in Nanoporous Materials,

Second Edition Benny K.G. Theng, Landcare Research, Palmerston North, New Zealand
The book will provide an insight into the working of clays and clay minerals in speeding
up a variety of organic reactions. Clay minerals are known to have a large propensity for

Rolando M.A. Roque-Malherbe, Materials for Art and
Science Use, Las Piedras, Puerto Rico
Offering a materials science point of view, the author covers the
theory and practice of adsorption and diffusion applied to gases
in microporous crystalline, mesoporous ordered, and
micro/mesoporous amorphous materials. Examples used include
microporous and mesoporous molecular sieves, amorphous
silica, and alumina and active carbons, akaganeites, prussian
blue analogues, metal organic frameworks and covalent organic
frameworks. The use of single component adsorption, diffusion
in the characterization of the adsorbent surface, pore volume,
pore size distribution, and the study of the parameters
characterizing single component transport processes in porous

materials are detailed.

taking up organic molecules and can catalyse numerous organic reactions due to fine
particle size, extensive surface area, layer structure, and peculiar charge characteristics.
They can be used as heterogeneous catalysts and catalyst carriers of organic reactions
because they are non-corrosive, easy to separate from the reaction mixture, and reusable.
Clays and clay minerals have an advantage over other solid acids as they are abundant,
inexpensive, and non-polluting.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-498-74652-6: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-498-74653-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498746526

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30509-0: $129.95
eBook: 978-0-203-72956-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-04675-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138305090

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Clinical Applications of Magnetic NanoparticlesBulk Metallic Glasses, Second Edition
Edited by Nguyen TK Thanh, University College London, UKC. Suryanarayana, University of Central Florida, Orlando,

USA and A. Inoue, Josai University Educational Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan
Reflecting the fast pace of research in the field, the Second
Edition of Bulk Metallic Glasses  has been thoroughly updated
and remains essential reading on the subject. It incorporates
advances on topics such as glass forming ability, corrosion
behavior, and mechanical properties. It also discusses
high-entropy bulk metallic glasses, nanoporous alloys, novel
nanocrystalline alloys, and soft magnetic glassy alloys with high
saturation magnetization. New applications, such as ultra-thin
mirrors and pressure sensors, mobile phone casing, and
degradable biomedical materials, are described.

Offering the latest information in magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) research, this book builds
upon the success of the first volume and provides an updated and comprehensive review,
from synthesis, characterization, and biofunctionalization to clinical applications of MNPs,
including the diagnosis and treatment of cancers. The book captures some of emerging
research area which was not available in the first volume. Good Manufacturing Practices
and Commercialization of MNPs are also included. This volume, also written by some of
the most qualified experts in the field, incorporates new developments in the literature,
and continues to bridge the gaps between the different areas in this field.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
March 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 494pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05155-3: $329.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16825-8

CRC Press * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138051553
Market: Materials Science
November 2017: 7 x 10: 520pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76367-7: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15348-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498763677

Dummy text to keep placeholder10th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Creep and Long-Term Strength of MetalsCarraher's Polymer Chemistry, Tenth Edition

A. M. Lokoshchenko, Lomonosov Moscow State University
Creep and Creep Rupture of Metals is devoted to the
fundamental description of the phenomenon of creep which
occurs widely in high-temperature deformation of metals. Special
attention is paid to the analysis of long-term strength, which
characterizes the stress at which the metal does not fail after a
predetermined time. The author details experimental and
theoretical results obtained by Soviet and Russian scientists that
are absent in currently available publications and demonstrates
analytical methods and approaches to achieve long term
strength in Metals.

CRC Press

Charles E. Carraher Jr., Florida Atlantic University, Boca
Raton, USA
This successful textbook integrates the core areas of polymer
science. Along with updating of each chapter, new content will
be added to reflect the growing applications in Biochemistry,
Biomaterials, and Sustainable Industries. Providing a user-friendly
approach to the world of polymeric materials, the book allows
students to integrate their chemical knowledge and establish a
connection between fundamental and applied chemical
information. It contains all of the elements of an introductory
text with synthesis, property, application, and characterization.
Special sections in each chapter contain definitions, learning
objectives, questions, case studies and additional reading.

CRC Press
Market: Materials ScienceMarket: Polymer Science
December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 546ppOctober 2017: 7 x 10: 794pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06792-9: $199.95Hb: 978-1-498-73738-8: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15839-6eBook: 978-1-315-11660-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138067929Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-55203-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498737388
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Fibrous Polymeric CompositesDesigning with Natural Materials
Environmental Degradation and DamageEdited by Graham Alan Ormondroyd, Bangor University, UK and Angela Frances

Morris, The Wool Packaging Company Limited, Stone, UK Bankim Chandra Ray, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela, India, Rajesh Kumar
Prusty, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela, India and Dinesh Rathore, National
Institute of Technology, Rourkela, India

The book fills the gap between scientific knowledge and product design and development
of natural materials. It discusses designing with natural materials in specific areas, including
building, automotive, and packaging, and looks to the future of new biobased materials In the realm of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials, the role of fibre/polymer

interface/interphase in the overall properties of composite is widely acknowledged. Theand how these will influence design. It offers insight to designers of new biobased materials
across a range of different design disciplines, whilst also offering insight to scientists on book will provide critical information regarding the in-service environmental damage and
the process of production design and the needs of a material beyond those traditionally degradation studies of FRP composites. The readers will be able to identify the possible
analyzed in the laboratory. The book discusses bioinspiration and biomimicry and how
they can influence future material design and future products.

superior advantages and limitations of FRP composites in various simple and super critical
applications. Further emphasis will be given on the identification of various failure

CRC Press micro-mechanisms leading to unprecedented failure in different harsh and hostile
environment. The book will include the relevant case studies.Market: Materials Science

September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
CRC PressHb: 978-1-498-78270-8: $169.95
Market: Materials ScienceeBook: 978-1-498-78271-5
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498782708
Hb: 978-1-498-78401-6: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-498-78402-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498784016

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Encapsulation and Controlled Release,Encyclopedia of Aluminum and Its Alloys,

Two-Volume Set (Print) Second Edition: Fundamental Technologies and Processes
Edited by Munmaya Mishra, c/o Altria Research Center, Richmond, Virginia, USA,
Editor in Chief, International Journal of Polymeric Materials and Polymeric Biomaterials,
Taylor & Francis, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Edited by George E. Totten, G.E. Totten & Associates, LLC, Seattle, Washington, USA,
Murat Tiryakioglu, University of North Florida, Jacksonvile, USA and Olaf Kessler
Series: Metals and Alloys Encyclopedia Collection

The field of encapsulation, especially microencapsulation, is a rapidly growing area of
research and product development. The Handbook of Encapsulation and Controlled Release:

This encyclopedia, written by authoritative experts under the guidance of an international
panel of key researchers from academia, national laboratories, and industry, is a

Technologies and Processes focuses on the fundamentals, including chemical andcomprehensive reference covering all major aspects of metallurgical science and
physicochemical processes, and the technologies and methods employed in research andengineering of aluminum and its alloys. Topics covered include extractive metallurgy,
industry. This essential reference is a rich source of technical information with figures, tables,powder metallurgy (including processing), physical metallurgy, production engineering,
illustrations, and references for the reader. The Second Edition will update and expand the
essential chapters covering the fundamentals and highlight recent advances in the field.

corrosion engineering, thermal processing (processes such as metalworking and welding,
heat treatment, rolling, casting, hot and cold forming), surface engineering and structure
such as crystallography and metallography. CRC Press

Market: Materials Science
CRC Press November 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 416pp
Market: Materials Science Hb: 978-1-138-10627-7: $199.95
May 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1232pp eBook: 978-1-315-10163-7
Hb: 978-1-466-51080-7: $795.00 Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-23232-5
eBook: 978-1-351-04563-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138106277
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466510807

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Life-cycle Assessment of Wastewater TreatmentEngineered Repairs of Composite Structures

Edited by Mu Naushad, King Saud University, Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia
Series: Life Cycle Assessment and Green Chemistry Series
Life-cycle Assessment of Wastewater Treatment  addresses in detail
the required in-depth life-cycle assessment of wastewater
treatment. This is to meet the special demands placed upon
wastewater treatment processes, due to both the limited
quantity and often low quality of water supplies. Wastewater
management clearly plays a central role in achieving future water
security in a world where water stress is expected to increase.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) can be used as a tool to evaluate
the environmental impacts associated with wastewater
treatment and potential improvement options.

Rikard Benton Heslehurst, University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia
This book provides a detailed discussion, analysis, and procedure for effective and efficient
repair design. It discusses the identification of damage types and the effect on structural
integrity in composite structures. This leads to the design of a repair scheme that suits the
restoration of the structural integrity and damage tolerance. The book also discusses the
application of the repair and what is needed in forming the composite repair to meet the
engineering design requirements.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72626-9: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-498-72627-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498726269

CRC Press
Market: Water Science & Engineering
April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 306pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05517-9: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16582-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138055179
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Nanoindentation of Natural MaterialsLiquid Marbles
Hierarchical and Functionally Graded MicrostructuresFormation, Characterization, and Applications
Arjun Dey, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bengaluru, India and Anoop Kumar Mukhopadhyay,
CSIR-Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute, Kolkata, India

Andrew T. Tyowua, Benue State University, Makurdi, Nigeria
Certain small solid particles are surface-active at fluid interfaces and thus are able to stabilize
materials previously considered impossible to stabilize in their absence. Liquid marbles, Hierarchical and functionally graded structures found in bone, teeth, hair, and scales are

covered in a nanoindentation perspective, including detailed microstructure andparticle-coated non-sticking liquid droplets, represent one of these materials. Preparation
of liquid marbles was described only about 15 years ago and they are now widely studied composition. The brief basics and advantages of this method are discussed in purview of
by many research groups and numerous applications of liquid marbles have been advanced. characterizing natural biocomposites. The detail mechanical properties of these structures
The book is written for postgraduates and researchers working on the area who are training
to become chemists, soft matter physicists, materials scientists, and engineers.

at the scale of micro/nano-structure evaluated by micro/nano-indentation technique are
also included in the text. Combined nanoindentation and finite element approach will be
introduced for further characterizations of deformation and damage scenarios at the
nano/micro scale of the relevant microstructure.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 264pp CRC Press
Hb: 978-1-138-19730-5: $159.95 Market: Materials Science
eBook: 978-1-315-28025-7 July 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 288pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197305 Hb: 978-1-498-78405-4: $199.95

eBook: 978-1-498-78406-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498784054

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Nanomaterials and NanocompositesManufacturing Techniques for Materials
Synthesis, Properties, Characterization Techniques, and ApplicationsEngineering and Engineered

Rajendra Kumar Goyal
This book would serve as a comprehensive review treatise on
recent advances in nanomaterials and nanotechnology including
synthesis, properties and applications of nanomaterials in varied
fields. Focussing is on top-down and bottom-up approaches
for the synthesis of nanomaterials included, the book covers
most commonly used characterization tools.

CRC Press

Edited by T.S. Srivatsan, University of Akron, Ohio, USA, T.S.
Sudarshan and K. Manigandan, The University of Akron,
Ohio, USA.
The book provides an overview of trends, emerging
developments, and commercialization of techniques in the
manufacturing of materials. It details the manufacturing of
emergent materials with emphasis on the science, technology,
and practices specific to the manufacturing techniques used. It
discusses advantages and limitations of each technique and
references viable technological applications. It focuses on
conventional techniques available and continuously used in the
manufacturing of materials and products.

CRC Press Market: Nanoscience & Technology
Market: Materials Science October 2017: 7 x 10: 332pp
March 2018: 7 x 10: 802pp Hb: 978-1-498-76166-6: $169.95
Hb: 978-1-138-09926-5: $199.95 eBook: 978-1-498-76167-3
eBook: 978-1-315-10413-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498761666
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138099265

Dummy text to keep placeholder4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Nonnitrogenous OrganocatalysisModern Ceramic Engineering

Edited by Andrew Harned, Texas State University, Lubbock,
USA
Series: Organocatalysis Series
Nonnitrogenous Organocatalysis  shows that the umbrella of
organocatalysis covers other main group elements besides
nitrogen, and the coverage is not just limited to asymmetric
methods. Many of the catalysts and mechanisms discussed may
not have a viable asymmetric variant or cannot be rendered
asymmetric at all. This does not make them any less useful, as
illustrated in this book.

CRC Press

Properties, Processing, and Use in Design, Fourth Edition
David W. Richerson, Retired, University of Utah. and William
E. Lee, Imperial College, London
This edition includes new information in almost every chapter,
as well as two new chapters that present a variety of relevant
case studies. It includes updated content on nanotechnology,
the use of ceramics in integrated circuits, flash drives, and digital
cameras, and the role of miniaturization that has made our
modern digital devices possible. It also highlights the increasing
importance of modeling and simulation.

CRC Press Market: Chemistry
Market: Materials Science December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 247pp
May 2018: 7 x 10: 768pp Hb: 978-1-498-71503-4: $189.95
Hb: 978-1-498-71691-8: $139.95 eBook: 978-1-498-71505-8
eBook: 978-1-498-71692-5 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498715034
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-574-44693-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498716918
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Surface Chemistry of Carbon CapturePhysical Metallurgy
Climate Change AspectsPrinciples and Design
K. S. Birdi, KSB Consultant, Holte, DenmarkGregory N. Haidemenopoulos

This book focuses on the processing–structure–-properties
triangle as it applies to metals and alloys. It introduces the
fundamental principles of physical metallurgy and the design
methodologies for alloys and processing. It discusses the
structure and change of structure through phase transformations
as well as strengthening mechanisms and mechanical properties
as they relate to structure.

CRC Press

Surface Chemistry of Carbon Capture: Climate Change Aspects  provides comprehensive and
up-to-date literature on carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology, and delineates the
surface chemistry of this process.

This book discusses the technology related to carbon (i.e. CO
2
) capture and sequestration

(CCS) from fossil fuel energy plants, which is considered an important means of CO
2
 control.

It also covers the adsorption/absorption of CO
2
 on solids and similar procedures, to help

address growing climate concerns.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36125-1: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11646-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815361251

Market: Materials Science
January 2018: 7 x 10: 476pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62768-0: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-315-21122-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138627680

Dummy text to keep placeholder5th Edition • NEW EDITION
Theory and Technology of Thin Sheet RollingPlastics Technology Handbook, Fifth Edition
Numerical Analysis and Engineering ApplicationsManas Chanda, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India

Series: Plastics Engineering
Updated throughout the Fifth Edition continues to cover
fundamentals, production, properties, and applications of plastics
and polymer-based materials. It discusses recent developments
in polymer fabrication and processing and highlights advanced
materials including nanomaterials and innovative applications.
It offers updates on plastics recycling and disposal methods,
novel plastics and composites, and toxicity of plastics. The book
also provides an overview of new developments in polymer
applications across a variety of industries.

CRC Press

V.L. Mazur, National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine and O. V.
Nogovitsyn, National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Despite significant advances in technology and equipment for rolled steel, the
computerization of production processes and the steady increase in production of sheet
steel, recent scientific and technological achievements have not been compiled in the
special literature and revealed to a wide range of specialists. This book details new
approaches, computational techniques, and reliable calculation methods of leaf-rolling
modes, forecasting and optimization of the technologies, increasing productivity of the
mill and a radical improvement in the quality of steel products.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 500pp

Market: Polymer Science Hb: 978-0-815-38706-0: $199.95
November 2017: 7 x 10: 1012pp eBook: 978-1-351-17396-4
Hb: 978-1-498-78621-8: $299.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815387060
eBook: 978-1-315-15587-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-37039-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498786218

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Tribology and Applications of Self-Lubricating
Materials

Processing of Polymer Matrix Composites
P.K. Mallick, University of Michigan, Dearborn, USA
The book focuses on the major manufacturing processes used
for polymer matrix composites and describes process details,
process parameters and their effects on properties and
process-induced defects, and analytical and experimental
methods used for understanding process conditions. The book
describes fibers, thermosetting and thermoplastic polymers, and
interface characteristics important for design and processing. It
emphasizes applications of process fundamentals for both
continuous fiber and short fiber polymer matrix composites. The
book considers quality inspection methods, tooling, and
manufacturing costs and environmental and safety issues.

CRC Press

Emad Omrani, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA,
Pradeep K. Rohatgi, University of Wisconsin and Pradeep
L. Menezes, University of Nevada, Reno, USA
This book provides insight into the complex mechanisms behind
the development of self-lubricating materials. It emphasizes an
understanding of the tribological nature of different composites
such as metal, polymer, and ceramic matrix composites and
discusses the compatibility of these composites with specific
lubricants. The book also offers a view of advancements in the
development of self-lubricating mechanisms and covers the
latest technologies in the field.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
October 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 342pp

Market: Engineering - MechanicalHb: 978-1-466-57822-7: $139.95
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 196ppeBook: 978-1-466-57823-4
Hb: 978-1-498-76848-1: $179.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466578227
eBook: 978-1-315-15407-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498768481
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Chromatographic Techniques in the Forensic
Analysis of Designer Drugs

Advances in Chromatography
Volume 55

Edited by Nelu Grinberg and Peter W. Carr, Univ. of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Series: Advances in Chromatography
For more than five decades, scientists and researchers have relied
on the Advances in Chromatography series for the most
up-to-date information on a wide range of developments in
chromatographic methods and applications. For Volume 55,
established, well-known chemists offer cutting-edge reviews of
chromatographic methods to pay tribute to the late Eli Grushka,
beloved series editor, who inspired and mentored many in the
field of separation science. The clear presentation of topics and
vivid illustrations for which this series has become known makes
the material accessible and engaging to analytical, biochemical,

organic, polymer, and pharmaceutical chemists at all levels of technical skill.

Edited by Teresa Kowalska, The University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland, Mieczyslaw
Sajewicz, The University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland and Joseph Sherma, Lafayette
College, Easton, Pennsylvania, USA
Series: Chromatographic Science Series
There is a dramatic rise of novel drug use due to the increased popularity of so-called
designer drugs. These synthetic drugs can be illegal in some countries, but legal in others
and novel compounds unknown to drug chemistry emerge monthly. This thoughtfully
constructed edited reference presents the main chromatographic methodologies and
strategies used to discover and analyze novel designer drugs contained in diverse biological
materials. The methods are based on molecular characteristics of the drugs belonging to
each individual class of compounds, so it will be clear how the current methods are
adaptable to future new drugs that appear in the market.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry

CRC Press March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 478pp
Market: Chemistry Hb: 978-1-138-03328-3: $169.95
December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 250pp eBook: 978-1-315-31317-7
Hb: 978-1-138-06831-5: $189.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033283
eBook: 978-1-315-15807-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138068315

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Computational Design of Chemicals for the Control
of Mosquitoes and Their Diseases

Advances in Microwave Chemistry
Edited by Bimal K Banik, University of Texas-Pan American, Texas, USA and Debasish
Bandyopadhyay, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, USA

Edited by James Devillers, CTIS, Rillieux La Pape, France
Series: QSAR in Environmental and Health Sciences
There is a compelling need for new drugs and efficient
treatments against mosquito-borne diseases. Environmentally
safe, but effective insecticides that address the problems of
resistance are required. Computational Design of Chemicals for
the Control of Mosquitoes and Their Diseases explains how the
search for new substances effective against mosquitoes and
their diseases has benefited from the use of in silico techniques.

CRC Press

Series: New Directions in Organic & Biological Chemistry
Advances in Microwave Chemistry  discusses the novel bond formation methodologies,
synergistic effects of microwaves with other entities, sample preparation including digestion,
combustion, and extraction techniques, as well as selectivity in chemical processes. Recent
updates are provided on microwave-assisted syntheses of pharmacologically significant
aza-, oxo- and other heterocycles, including lactams, nucleosides, bile acids and sterols,
the preparation of nanomaterials, composites, and absorber layer materials for thin film.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37519-7: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24049-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815375197

Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 468pp
Hb: 978-1-498-74180-4: $239.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15165-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498741804

4th Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Ewing's Analytical Instrumentation Handbook,
Fourth Edition

Botanical Drug Products
Recent Developments and Market Trends
Edited by Jayant N. Lokhande and Yashwant V. Pathak, University of South Florida
College of Pharmacy; University of South Florida, Tampa, USA

Edited by Nelu Grinberg and Sonia Rodriguez, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals
Inc., Ridgefield, Connecticut, USA

Botanicals, which have been part of human food and medicine for thousands of years, are
perceived as being safer than synthetic pharmaceuticals. The global botanical drug market

This handbook is a guide for workers in analytical chemistry who need a starting place for
information about a specific instrumental technique. It gives a basic introduction to the

is expected to reach $26.6 billion by 2017. In terms of FDA regulations, botanical drugs are techniques and provides leading references on the theory and methodology for an
no different from non-botanical products, having to meet the safety and effectiveness instrumental technique. This edition thoroughly expands and updates the chapters to
standards of a new drug in accordance. This book comprises a complete start-to-end include concepts, applications, and key references from recent literature. It also contains

a new chapter on process analytical technology.process from drug-idea conception, to drug development process, manufacturing
technology, and intellectual property rights and through market exclusivity issues.

CRC Press
CRC Press Market: Chemistry
Market: Food & Culinary Science October 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 1500pp
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 480pp Hb: 978-1-482-21867-1: $490.00
Hb: 978-1-498-74005-0: $239.95 eBook: 978-1-315-11802-4
eBook: 978-1-498-74006-7 Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-75348-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498740050 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482218671
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Measuring Elemental Impurities in PharmaceuticalsFingerprinting Analysis and Quality Control

Methods of Herbal Medicines A Practical Guide
Robert ThomasRavindra Kumar Pandey, Associate Professor, Department of Natural Products,

Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, India, Shiv Shankar Shukla, Associate Professor, Series: Practical Spectroscopy
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, India, Amber A dedicated guide for the pharmaceutical/nutraceutical QA/QC communities about the

new USP Chapters 232, 233, and 2232 covering metal impurities. It describes theVyas, University Institute of Pharmacy, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, India, Vishal
Jain, University Institute of Pharmacy, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, India, Parag requirements of the new chapters and gives an overview of why the new rules are needed.
Jain, Department of Pharmacology, Rungta College of Dental Science and Research, The fundamental principles and practical benefits of ICP-OES and ICP-MS are covered in a

reader-friendly format that a novice in the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industries willIndia and Shailendra Saraf, University Institute of Pharmacy, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla
University find easy to understand. It includes easy-to-read chapters on hardware components,

calibration protocols, typical interferences, routine maintenance and trouble-shooting
procedures. Similar guidelines being proposed by the ICH will also be included.

Due to the increase in the consumption of herbal medicine, there is a need to know which
scientifically based methods are appropriate for assessing the quality of herbal medicines.

CRC PressFingerprinting has emerged as a suitable technique for quality estimation. Chemical markers
Market: Chemistryare used for evaluation of herbal medicines. Identification and quantification of these
February 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 512ppchemical markers are crucial for quality control of herbal medicines. This book provides
Hb: 978-1-138-19796-1: $139.95

updated knowledge on methodology, quality assessment, toxicity analysis and medicinal
values of natural compounds.

eBook: 978-1-315-27121-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197961

CRC Press
Market: Healthcare
February 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03694-9: $119.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17817-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138036949

Dummy text to keep placeholder7th Edition • NEW EDITION
Molecular Medicines for CancerGood Manufacturing Practices for Pharmaceuticals,

Seventh Edition Concepts and Applications of Nanotechnology
Edited by Deepak Chitkara, Anupama Mittal and Ram I. Mahato, University of
Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, USA

Edited by Graham P. Bunn
Series: Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences

Molecular Medicines for Cancer: Concepts and Applications of Nanotechnology  gives an
account of molecular therapeutics in cancer relating to advancements of nanotechnology.

This book provides insight into the world of pharmaceutical quality systems and the key
elements that must be in place to change the business and organizational dynamics from

It provides a description of the multidisciplinary field of molecular medicines and its targeted
delivery to cancer using nanotechnology.

task-oriented procedure-based cultures to truly integrated quality business systems that
are self-detecting and correcting. Chapter flow has been changed to adopt a quality systems

CRC Pressorganization approach, and supporting chapters have been updated based on current hot
Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation

topics including the impact of the worldwide supply chain complexity and current
regulatory trends.

July 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03515-7: $229.95
eBook: 978-1-315-26921-4CRC Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035157Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation

November 2018: 7 x 10: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73206-2: $189.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-33972-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498732062

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Monographs in Contact Allergy, Volume 1In-Vitro and In-Vivo Tools in Drug Delivery Research

for Optimum Clinical Outcomes Non-Fragrance Allergens in Cosmetics (Part 1 and Part 2)
Anton C. de Groot, Consultant, Wapserveen, The
Netherlands
Series: Monographs in Contact Allergy
Monographs in Contact Allergy, Volume 1: Non-Fragrance Allergens
in Cosmetics (Part 1 and Part 2)  is the first 2-part volume in an
exciting series on contact allergy. It presents over 500 natural or
synthetic chemicals and compounds which have caused allergic
contact dermatitis in cosmetic products. Included here are INCI
names, synonyms, description/definition, CAS and EU numbers,
chemical class, function in cosmetics, molecular formula,
structural formula and advice on patch tests.

Edited by Ambikanandan Misra, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, India
and Aliasgar Fakruddin Shahiwala, Dubai Pharmacy College, United Arab Emirates
This book covers the basics of drug delivery research and provides a unique forum for
scientific experimental methods that are exclusively focused by the in-vitro, ex-vivo, and
in-vivo methodologies of drug delivery research. It includes recent and novel approaches
in evaluation methods of transdermal, nasal, ocular, oral and intraoral, gastro-retentive,
colon-targeted, and braintargeted drug delivery systems. The book provides up to date
and comprehensive information and knowledge to students, teachers, and researchers
working in the field of drug delivery.

CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 288pp CRC Press
Hb: 978-1-138-55560-0: $169.95 Market: Chemistry
eBook: 978-1-315-15004-8 November 2017: 1472pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138555600 Hb: 978-1-138-56113-7: $249.95

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138561137
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms and Drug Delivery,
Third Edition

Natural Substances for Cancer Prevention
Jun-Ping Xu, School of Molecular Science, Arizona State University
Natural Substances for Cancer Prevention  explores in detail how numerous investigations
in chemical biology and molecular biology have established strong scientific evidence Revised and Expanded

Ram I. Mahato, University of Nebraska Medical Center,
Omaha, USA and Ajit S. Narang, Genentech, Inc., San
Francisco, CA, USA
Completely revised and updated, this third edition of
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms and Drug Delivery  elucidates the
basic principles of pharmaceutics, biopharmaceutics, dosage
form design, and drug delivery – including emerging new
biotechnology-based treatment modalities. The authors
integrate aspects of physical pharmacy, chemistry, biology, and
biopharmaceutics into drug delivery.

CRC Press

demonstrating how the properties of naturally occurring bioactive chemicals hamper all
stages of cancers (from initiation to metastasis).

Accordingly, important goals for cancer prevention are the modification of our dietary
habits and an increase in the intake of more anticancer-related natural substances. More
significantly, the bioactive chemicals presented in the functional foods should be readily
available, inexpensive, non-toxic and nutritional.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
March 2018: 7 x 10: 500pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36538-9: $259.95
eBook: 978-1-351-26100-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815365389

Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 690pp
Hb: 978-1-482-25362-7: $119.95
eBook: 978-1-482-25368-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-84918-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482253627

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Pharmaceutical Extrusion Technology, Second
Edition

Orphan Drugs
From Regulatory Issues to Clinical Transition
Edited by Mondher Toumi and Ferdinando Squitieri Edited by Isaac Ghebre-Sellassie, MEGA Pharmaceuticals, Morris Plains, New Jersey,

USA, Charles E. Martin, American Leistriz Extruder Corp., Somerville, NJ, Feng Zhang
and James Dinunzio

Series: Frontiers in Neurotherapeutics Series
While drug discovery for common disorders is somewhat standard and based on the large
potential markets, the small market for most orphan diseases means that effective therapies Series: Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences
are uncommon. With next generation DNA sequencing, the pace of inherited novel rare The first edition of Pharmaceutical Extrusion Technology  was the seminal book on

pharmaceutical extrusion, focusing on extrusion as a manufacturing methodology fordisease gene identification has increased markedly. Drug discovery for rare diseases is
somewhat hampered by a lack of collaboration between academia and industry separating dosage forms. In the past 10 years, extrusion has become an accepted technology to
the necessary resources from skills. This volume discusses important aspects of orphan continuously mix active pharmaceutical ingredients with excipients. This acceptance has
drug development such as regulatory affairs, public industry partnership, bench to bedside
using examples of rare diseases, challenges of clinical trials and future directions.

resulted in many hardware and process advancements that have been highlighted in this
second edition. This book brings together all extrusion related technical information

CRC Press necessary for the development, manufacturing, and marketing of pharmaceutical dosage
forms.Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation

November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 320pp
CRC PressHb: 978-1-498-76307-3: $149.95
Market: Pharmaceutical Science & RegulationeBook: 978-1-498-76308-0
March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 414pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498763073
Hb: 978-1-498-70491-5: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-498-70492-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-74050-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498704915

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Pharmaceutical Inhalation Aerosol Technology,
Third Edition

Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms
Capsules

Edited by Larry L. Augsburger, Professor Emeritus, University
of Maryland School of Pharmacy, Baltimore, USA and
Stephen W. Hoag, University of Maryland University of
Maryland University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA
University of Maryland, Baltimore, USA
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms: Capsules  covers the development,
composition, and manufacture of capsules. Despite the
important role that capsules play in drug delivery and product
development, few comprehensive texts on the science and
technology of capsules have been available for the research and
academic environments. This text addresses this gap, discussing
how capsules provide unique capabilities and options for dosage

form design and formulation.

Edited by Anthony J. Hickey, RTI International, North Carolina, USA and Sandro R.
da Rocha, Virginia Commonwealth University, VA, USA
Series: Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences
This fully revised and updated third edition of Pharmaceutical Inhalation Aerosol Technology
encompasses the scientific and technical foundation for the rationale, design, componentry,
assembly and quality performance metrics of therapeutic inhalers in their delivery of
pharmaceutical aerosols to treat symptoms or the underlying causes of disease. The
expanded scope considers previously unaddressed aspects of pharmaceutical inhalation
aerosol technology and the patient interface by including aerosol delivery, lung deposition
and clearance that are used as measures of effective dose delivery.

CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
October 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06307-5: $169.95CRC Press
eBook: 978-1-315-16127-3Market: Medical
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-74253-9November 2017: 7 x 10: 421pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138063075Hb: 978-1-841-84976-8: $169.95

eBook: 978-1-841-84977-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781841849768
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Quality Assurance and Quality Control in the
Analytical Chemical Laboratory
A Practical Approach, Second Edition
Piotr Konieczka, Gdansk University of Technology, Poland and Jacek Namiesnik,
Gdansk University of Technology, Gdansk, Poland
Series: Analytical Chemistry
This book defines the tools used in QA/QC, especially the application of statistical tools
during analytical data treatment. Clearly written and logically organized, it takes a generic
approach applicable to any field of analysis. The authors begin with the theory behind
quality control systems, then detail validation parameter measurements, the use of statistical
tests, counting the margin of error, uncertainty estimation, traceability, reference materials,
proficiency tests, and method validation. New chapters cover internal quality control and
equivalence method, changes in the regulatory environment are reflected throughout,
and many new examples have been added to the second edition.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19672-8: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-315-29501-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08270-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138196728

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Thermal and Nonthermal Encapsulation Methods

Magdalini Krokida
Series: Advances in Drying Science and Technology
This book offers a comprehensive review of drying methods for
encapsulation. It covers various thermal and nonthermal drying
and encapsulation methods applied across a number of
industries and presents basic fundamentals, principles, and
applications of each method, enabling the reader to gain
extended knowledge, and also details appropriate mathematical
models that include equations describing the process, the
required data, and solving algorithm for each process. Particular
emphasis is given to analysis of the accuracy and reliability of
results by applying sensitivity analysis techniques.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
September 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03543-0: $189.95
eBook: 978-1-315-26788-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035430

3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Water Insoluble Drug Formulation, Third Edition
Edited by Ron Liu, AustarPharma, Edison, New Jersey, USA
A drug molecule must be water soluble to be readily delivered to the cellular membrane,
but needs to be hydrophobic to cross the membrane. Delivering drugs in water-insoluble
formulation is thus a critical matter in therapeutic drug development. Water Insoluble Drug
Formulation, Third Edition  serves as a comprehensive reference for pharmaceutical scientists
in the handling of formulation issues related to water-insoluble drugs. Reflecting the
significant progress and advances since the last edition, this edition revises and updates
all the chapters.

CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science & Regulation
March 2018: 7 x 10: 766pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72941-3: $189.95
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-39644-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498729413
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Gas Adsorption in Metal Organic FrameworksCorrosion Science and Technology, Third Edition
Fundamentals and ApplicationsDavid E.J. Talbot and James D.R. Talbot, Cranfield University,

Bedfordshire, UK
This Third Edition thoroughly covers the basic principles of
corrosion science a reader-friendly manner, and enlarges the
scope of the content with expanded chapters on processes for
various metals and new technologies for limiting costs and metal
degradation in a variety of commercial enterprises not explored
in previous editions.

CRC Press

Edited by T. Grant Glover, University of South Alabama, Mobile, USA and Bin Mu,
Arizona State University, Tempe, USA
The book discusses MOF synthesis and the state of MOF literature and provides guidance
on how thermodynamics, mass transfer, packed-bed behavior, and water stability all
contribute to gas phase separations and storage in MOFs. Several books on both MOFs
and adsorption are available but a text that approaches MOF design, synthesis, and
characterization with the intention of performing gas phase separations is absent.This text
provides an introduction to MOF synthesis and characterization; adsorption theory including
isotherms, mass transfer in porous solids, and fixed-bed wave theory; and discuss
applications of MOF materials that illustrate these concepts.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science

Market: Materials Science November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp
February 2018: 7 x 10: 568pp Hb: 978-1-498-75451-4: $159.95
Hb: 978-1-498-75241-1: $159.95 eBook: 978-1-498-75452-1
eBook: 978-1-498-75242-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498754514
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-39248-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498752411

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Shape Memory MaterialsDissimilar Material Joints
Arun D I, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, Indian Space Research Organisation,
Trivandrum, INDIA, Chakravarthy P, Indian Institute of Space Technology,

Fabrication and Structural Integrity Issues
Rahul Chhibber, Indian Institute of Technology Jodhpur, Centre for Energy, India,
Navneet Arora, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, India and B.K. Dutta, Bhabha
Atomic Research Center, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Thiruvananthapuram, INDIA, Arockia Kumar R, Department of Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Warangal, India and Santhosh
B, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, Indian Space Research Organisation, Trivandrum,
INDIA

The joining of dissimilar materials poses a greater challenge due to large variation in material
properties making coalescence difficult. More research is required to address emerging

This work addresses the basic principles, synthesis / fabrication and applications of smart
materials, specifically shape memory materials. Based on origin, the mechanisms of

new material development challenges and their joining issues. The application and scope
of dissimilar material joints is pervasive and serve major focus areas such as energy, transport,

transformations vary in different shape memory materials and are discussed in differentcommunication and health. This book addresses the lack of scientific literature in the field
of development and structural integrity assessment of dissimilar material joints. chapters under titles of shape memory alloys, ceramics, gels and polymers. The scenario

of composite formation with polymer matrix and reinforcement filler conductive materials
CRC Press

leading to the shape morphing / changing / memorizing behavior is discussed in detailMarket: Materials Science
with suitable examples. The future prospects of such novel materials is included to kindle
the imagination of readers that can lead to further development of smart materials.

November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75541-2: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75542-9 CRC Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498755412 Market: Materials Science

May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35969-2: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11994-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815359692

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Gold Metallurgy and the Environment

Sadia Ilyas, Department of Chemistry, University of
Agriculture Faisalabad (UAF), Pakistan and Jae-chun Lee,
Mineral Resources Research Division, Korea Institute of
Geoscience and Mineral Resources, Daejeon, Republic of
Korea
This book gives an overview of all the gold extraction processes
along with their mechanistic study and environmental impact.
Different approaches in gold extraction are discussed including
traditional pyrometallurgy, amalgamation, leaching by cyanide
or non-cyanide lixiviants and emerging bioleaching using
micro-organisms, in detail.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55685-0: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15047-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138556850
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
NanotechnologyAmorphous-Nanocrystalline Alloys
Therapeutic, Nutraceutical and Cosmetic AdvancesA.M. Glezer, I.P. Bardin State Science Research Institute of

Ferrous Metallurgy, Moscow, Russia and N.A. Shurygina, I.P
Bardin State Science Research Institute of Ferous Metallurgy,
Moscow, Russia
Amorphous-nanocrystalline alloys are a relatively new class of
materials born from the rapid development of new technologies
and different methods of producing amorphous and
nanocrystalline powders and films, compacting, melt quenching,
megaplastic deformation, implantation, laser, plasma, and other
high-energy methods. This book considers methods of
producing these materials (melt quenching, controlled
crystallization, deformation effect, and pulse treatments (photon,
laser and ultrasound), spraying thin films, and ion implantation).

Edited by Bhaskar Mazumder, Dibrugarh Univeristy, India, Subhabrata Ray, Dr. B.C.
Roy College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, India, Paulami Pal, Dibrugarh
University, India and Yashwant Pathak, University of South Florida College of
Pharmacy; University of South Florida, Tampa, USA
Nanotechnology: Therapeutic, Nutraceutical and Cosmetic Advances surveys and integrates
recent advances in the field of nanotechnology, particularly in therapeutics, nutraceuticals
and cosmetic sciences. It focuses on the science background followed by an extensive
coverage of its applications in the field.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
December 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 450pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36254-8: $209.95

Theoretical and experimental studies describe plastic deformation mechanisms and
physico-mechanical properties. Practical applications are also presented.

eBook: 978-1-351-11187-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815362548

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 458pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50237-6: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14514-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138502376

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Electronic and Optical Properties of
Graphite-Related Systems

Chiun-Yan Lin, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan,
Rong-Bin Chen, Center of General Studies, National
Kaohsiung Marine University, Yen-Hung Ho and Ming-Fa
Lin, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
This book provides an overview of electronic and optical
properties of graphite-related systems. It presents a
well-developed and up-to-date theoretical model and addresses
important advances in essential properties and diverse
quantization phenomena. Key features include various
Hamiltonian models, dimension-enriched carbon-related
systems, complete and unusual results, detailed comparisons
with the experimental measurements, clear physical pictures,
and further generalizations to other emergent 2D materials. It
also covers potential applications, such as touch-screen panel

devices, FETs, supercapacitors, sensors, LEDs, solar cells, photodetectors, and
photomodulators.

CRC Press
Market: Nanoscience & Technology
December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 149pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57106-8: $169.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70299-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138571068

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Geometric and Electronic Properties of
Graphene-Related Systems
Chemical Bonding Schemes

Ngoc Thanh Thuy Tran, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan, Shih-Yang Lin, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan, Chiun-Yan Lin, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan and Ming-Fa Lin, National Cheng Kung University,
Taiwan
This books explores in detail the most up-to-date research in
graphene-related systems. It studies the properties of these
systems and the diverse electronic properties of single- and
multi-orbital chemical bonding. The detailed theoretical
framework developed in this book can be used in the future
characterization of emergent materials.

CRC Press
Market: Nanoscience & Technology
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55652-2: $169.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15012-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138556522
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Analytical Techniques for Quality Control of
Medicinal Plants
Satyanshu Kumar, ICAR - Directorate of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants Research,
India and Raghuraj Singh, ICAR - Directorate of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants
Research, India
This book discusses current concepts and practice on analytical approaches for
characterization of medicinal plants and plant-based products. It reviews all aspects of
extraction, spectroscopic analysis, isolation, chemometrics, DNA bar-coding, in-line
processing, and bioassays. This book will be of immense help to researchers as well as
academicians for screening, evaluation, formulation development, quality control,
bio-prospection and pharmaco-vigilance studies of traditional medicines.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03699-4: $129.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17811-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138036994

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Medicinal Plants in Asia for Metabolic Syndrome
Natural Products and Molecular Basis

Christophe Wiart, University of Nottingham, Malaysia
Campus.
Medicinal Plants in Asia for Metabolic Syndrome: Natural Products
and Molecular Basis  offers an in-depth view into the metabolic
syndrome pharmacology of natural products with an emphasis
on their molecular basis, cellular pathways, metabolic organs,
and endocrine regulations. This sensational volume provides
the scientific names, botanical classifications, botanical
descriptions, medicinal uses, chemical constituents, and
pharmacological activities of more than 100 Asian plants, with
high quality original botanical plates, chemical structures, and
pharmacological diagrams.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2017: 7 x 10: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03759-5: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17775-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138037595
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
High Brightness Metal Vapor Lasers
Physics and Applications
M.A. Kazaryan, Russian Academy of Sciences., Moscow, V. M. Batenin, Russian
Academy of Sciences., Moscow, V. V. Buchanov, Russian Academy of Sciences.,
Moscow, A. M. Boichenko, Russian Academy of Sciences., Moscow, I. I. Klimovskii,
Russian Academy of Sciences., Moscow and E. I. Molodykh, Russian Academy of
Sciences., Moscow
This work presents the physics and applications of high-power laser radiation on
self-contained transitions in metal atoms. High brightness metal vapour lasers are considered
the most powerful in the visible spectral range among all existing laser types. This has
resulted in numerous applications ranging from purely fundamental scientific research
problems to practical application in large-scale commercial problems such as isotope
selection. The material is presented by highly regarded scientists, and much of the content
has not been previously available to western scientists.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
June 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-482-25012-1: $179.95
eBook: 978-1-482-25014-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482250121

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Modern Optics and Physics of Nano- and
Microsystems
Yuri N. Kulchin, nstitution of Automation and Control Processes, FEB RAS, Vladivostok,
RU
Today, photonics is regarded as a priority for the development of science and technology
in many leading countries of the world and as a key element for the solution of various
fundamental and practical problems. This book covers recent advances in the study of
processes of nonlinear propagation of continuous and pulsed laser radiation in a continuous
and micro structured optical media. The author describes distributed fiber-optical measuring
systems, the physical basis of ultra-low laser cooling of atoms, and the theoretical and
experimental studies of optical and nonlinear optical properties of nanostructured
heterogeneous systems. Areas of practical application are thoroughly examined.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 450pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36976-9: $229.95
eBook: 978-1-351-25150-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815369769
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Asymmetric Synthesis of Drugs and Natural
Products

Edited by Ahindra Nag
This book focuses on different techniques of asymmetric
synthesis of important compounds, such as drugs and natural
products. It gives insightful information on recent asymmetric
synthesis by Inorganic, Organic and Enzymatic combinations. It
also emphasizes chiral compounds and design of new catalyst
for synthesis of compounds.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
February 2018: 7 x 10: 504pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03361-0: $249.95
eBook: 978-1-315-30231-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033610
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Redox Flow BatteriesFoam Film and Foams
Fundamentals and ApplicationsFundamentals and Applications

Edited by Huamin Zhang, Dalian Institute of Chemical
Physics, CAS, Liaoning, People's Republic of China, Xianfeng
Li, Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Liaoning, People's
Republic of China and Jiujun Zhang, Shanghai University,
Shanghai, China
Series: Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion
Flow batteries have received attention in large-scale energy
storage due to their flexible design, high safety, energy efficiency,
and environmental friendliness. They have been rapidly
developed and tested in a variety of scales that prove their
feasibility and advantages of use This book introduces different
kinds of redox flow batteries, including vanadium flow batteries,
and the electrochemical processes for their development,

materials and components, applications, and near future prospects.

Edited by Dotchi Exerowa, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Georgi Gochev,
Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Potsdam, Germany, Dimo Platikanov,
University of Sofia, Bulgaria, Libero Liggieri, CNR-Istituto per l'Energetica e le Interfasi,
Genova, Italy and Reinhard Miller, MPI Colloids and Interfaces, Potsdam, Germany
Series: Progress in Colloid and Interface Science
This book describes in detail the scientific philosophy of the formation and
stabilization-destabilization of foams. It presents all hierarchical steps of a foam, starting
from the properties of adsorption layers formed by foaming agents, discussing the properties
of foam films as the building blocks of a foam, and then describing details of real foams,
including many fields of application. The information presented in the book is useful to
people working on the formulation of foams or attempting to avoid or destruct foams in
unwanted situations.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
July 2018: 7 x 10: 584pp CRC Press
Hb: 978-1-466-58772-4: $249.95 Market: Chemistry
eBook: 978-1-351-11774-6 November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 432pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466587724 Hb: 978-1-498-75394-4: $179.95

eBook: 978-1-498-75396-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498753944

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Nuclear Science, Third Edition
Jeff C. Bryan, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, USA
Written to provide students who have limited backgrounds in the physical sciences and
math with an accessible textbook on nuclear science, this edition continues to provide a
clear and complete introduction to nuclear chemistry and physics, from basic concepts to
nuclear power and medical applications. Incorporating suggestions from adopting
professors, the discussion of neutron cross sections is expanded, coverage of the nuclear
fuel cycle is now included, and international terms are incorporated. This updated, expanded
edition provides a much-needed textbook and resource for undergraduate students in
science and engineering as well as those studying nuclear medicine and radiation therapy.

CRC Press
Market: Nuclear Physics and Chemistry
March 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 412pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06815-5: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15823-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-89892-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138068155

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Quantum Dynamics
Applications in Biological and Materials Systems, Second Edition
Eric R. Bittner, University of Houston, Houston, Texas, USA
Time-dependent spectroscopic techniques continue to push the frontier of chemical
physics, but they receive scant mention in introductory courses and are poorly covered in
standard texts. This text bridges the gap between what is traditionally taught in a
one-semester quantum chemistry course and the modern field of chemical dynamics,
presenting the quantum theory of charge and energy transport in biological systems and
optical-electronic materials from a dynamic perspective. Written for graduate level courses
in quantum mechanics in physics and chemistry departments and will be of interest to
researchers and electrical engineers interested in optical-electronic materials.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 448pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78599-0: $139.95
eBook: 978-1-498-78600-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08053-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498785990
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Analytical Methods for Polymer Characterization

Rui Yang
This book presents a collection of methods for polymer analysis.
Topics covered include chromatographic methods (gas
chromatography, inverse gas chromatography, and pyrolysis
gas chromatography), mass spectrometry, spectroscopic
methods (ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance), thermal
analysis (differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetry),
microscopy methods (scanning electron microscopy,
transmission electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy),
and x-ray diffraction. The author also discusses mechanical and
dynamic mechanical properties.

CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
January 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23354-4: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-351-21315-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482233544

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Cold Hibernated Elastic Memory Structure
Self-Deployable Technology and Its Applications
Edited by Witold M. Sokolowski, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, CA
Series: Polymeric Foams
Cold hibernated elastic memory (CHEM) is a smart material technology that uses shape
memory polymers in open cellular (foam) structures. CHEM foams are self-deployable and
use the foam's elastic recovery plus their shape memory to erect structures. This book
describes CHEM self-deployable structure technology, provides basic property data and
characteristics, discusses advantages over other deployable structures, and identifies
potential space, commercial, and biomedical applications, including medical devices such
as stents for use in endovascular treatment of aneurysms, deployable thermal insulation,
and self-repairing bumpers.

CRC Press
August 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23615-6: $249.95
eBook: 978-1-482-23616-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482236156

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Single Polymer Composites
Samrat Mukhopadhyay, Department of Textile Technology, Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India and Bapan Adak, Department of Textile
Technology, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India
This book discusses in general the concept of single polymer composites (SPCs), their
preparation, and properties and in depth the main factors which affect the manufacturing
of this class of composites. It deals with the leading classes of polymers, chapterwise, which
have been majorly explored for manufacturing SPCs – polyolefines, polyesters, polyamides,
and  LCPs – includes a case study on manufacturing of SPCs, and devotes three chapters
to detailed analyses of research on all-cellulose composites. Addressing the concerns of
the researchers, it also answers intriguing questions in the field of SPCs with suggestions
to the right references.
CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
November 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57532-5: $159.95
eBook: 978-1-351-27224-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138575325
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Extracting InnovationsAsphaltene Deposition
Mining, Energy, and Technological Change in the Digital AgeFundamentals, Prediction, Prevention, and Remediation
Edited by Robert Perrons, Saleem Ali, University of Delaware, Delaware, USA, Tim
Grice and Martin Clifford, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA

Edited by Francisco M. Vargas, Rice University, Houston, TX, USA and Mohammad
Tavakkoli, Rice University, Houston, TX, USA

The book focuses on affects of digital technology advances in the mining, oil, and gas
sectors. It synthesizes a series of questions including: Why have these sectors been

This book offers concise yet thorough coverage of the complex problem of asphaltene
precipitation and deposition in oil production. It covers fundamentals of chemistry,

historically slow to innovate? What specific strategies can improve innovation and uptakestabilization theories and mechanistic approaches of asphaltene behavior at high
of new technologies? What new forms of technology will shape the sector in the decadestemperature and pressure. Itexplains techniques for experimental determination of
ahead? What impact will new technologies have on resource extraction and energyasphaltene precipitation and deposition and different modeling tools available to forecast
production? How are digital technologies changing the competitive landscape and industrythe occurrence and magnitude of asphaltene deposition in a given oil field. It discusses
architecture? How will new technologies impact sustainability of the sector and can
technologies improve social performance and environmental stewardship?

strategies for mitigation of asphaltene deposition using chemical inhibition and
corresponding challenges, best practices for asphaltene remediation, current research, and
case studies. CRC Press

Market: Engineering - MiningCRC Press
May 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 400ppMarket: Engineering - Chemical
Hb: 978-1-138-04082-3: $149.95April 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 384pp
eBook: 978-1-315-09928-6Hb: 978-1-138-03523-2: $199.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138040823eBook: 978-1-315-26886-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035232

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
High-Temperature Electrochemical Energy
Conversion and Storage

Biofuels Production and Processing Technology
Edited by M.R. Riazi, Kuwait University, Surra and David
Chiaramonti, University of Florence, Italy
This reference presents the latest in biofuels production,
processing, properties, raw materials, and economic and
environmental aspects. Presenting the application of methods
and technology with minimum math and theory, it compiles a
wide range of topics not usually covered in one single book. It
discusses new catalysts, reactors, controllers, simulators, online
analyzers, and waste minimization, design and operational
aspects of processing units, and financial and economic aspects.
It describes properties, specifications, and quality of biofuel
products and advances and trends towards future technology.

CRC Press

Fundamentals and Applications
Yixiang Shi, Tsinghua University, Haidian District, Beijing,
People's Republic of China, Ningsheng Cai, Tsinghua
University, Dept. of Thermal Engineering, Haidian District,
Beijing, People's Republic of China, Tianyu Cao and Jiujun
Zhang, Institute for Fuel Cell Institute, Vancouver, BC, Canada
Series: Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion
This book explores how Electrochemical Energy Storage and
Conversion (EESC) devices are promising advanced power
systems that can directly convert chemical energy in fuel into
power, and thereby aid in proposing a solution to the global
energy crisis. The book focuses on high-temperature
electrochemical devices that have a wide variety of existing and
potential applications, including the creation of fuel cells for

Market: Engineering - Chemical
October 2017: 7 x 10: 690pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77893-0: $249.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15506-7 power generation, production of high-purity hydrogen by electrolysis, high-purity oxygen

by membrane separation, and various high-temperature batteries.
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778930

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
November 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 207pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77927-2: $189.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70193-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498779272

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Hydrothermal Reduction of Carbon Dioxide to
Low-Carbon Fuels

Carbon Nanomaterials for Electrochemical Energy
Technologies

Edited by Fangming Jin
Series: Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion
This book covers advances in hydrothermal reduction of carbon
dioxide into low-carbon fuels. It addresses the fundamentals
and applications of hydrothermal chemical processes, associated
materials, and technologies, offering a breadth of perspectives
from a variety of related disciplines.

CRC Press

Fundamentals and Applications
Edited by Shuhui Sun, Xueliang Sun, Zhongwei Chen, Yuyu
Liu, Shanghai University, Shanghai, China, David P.
Wilkinson, University of British Columbia, Vancouver and
Jiujun Zhang, Shanghai University, Shanghai, China
Series: Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion
This book offers comprehensive coverage of carbon-based
nanomaterials and electrochemical energy conversion and
storage technologies as well as the latest material and new
technology development. It addresses a variety of topics such
as electrochemical processes, materials, components, assembly
and manufacturing, degradation mechanisms, challenges, and
strategies. It offers in-depth discussions ranging from

electrochemistry fundamentals to engineering components and applied devices. Market: Engineering - Chemical
December 2017: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 211ppCRC Press
Hb: 978-1-498-73183-6: $239.95Market: Nanoscience & Technology
eBook: 978-1-351-26284-2November 2017: 7 x 10: 313pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498731836Hb: 978-1-498-74602-1: $199.95

eBook: 978-1-498-74614-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498746021
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Lithium-Ion Supercapacitors
Fundamentals and Energy Applications
Edited by Lei Zhang, National Research Council, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
David P. Wilkinson, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, Zhongwei
Chen and Jiujun Zhang, Shanghai University, Shanghai, China
Series: Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion
The book provides a comprehensive understanding of the principles for operating
lithium-ion supercapacitors, their challenges, technological trends and perspectives. This
LISC technology has high potential to replace conventional main rechargeable batteries
such as lead-acid and nickel metal hydride batteries for automotive, portable electronics,
and stationary applications. The book offers detailed analysis of LISCs at the material,
component, and system levels to evaluate the different approaches to their integration. It
also discusses economics, market, manufacture, and commercialization status of LISCs.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03219-4: $189.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032194

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Optimization of Hydraulic Fracture Stages and
Sequencing in Unconventional Formations
Ahmed Alzahabi, UTPB and Mohamed Soliman, University of Houston
The work introduces a new approach for shale gas and oil play screening criteria. It combines
a mathematically developed approach with geomechanical and geochemical developed
indices. An algorithm considers 15 parameters of geomechanical, geochemical and
petrophysical properties to assess similarity with the 12 most common shale plays in North
America. The approach functions as a metric for quantifying degrees of similarity among
the 12 shale plays. It identifies operationally approved methods from analogous reservoir
development to increase the potential recovery of shale natural gas and oil accumulations.
The book also offers suggestions for future development strategies.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
September 2018: 6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08595-4: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11116-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138085954

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Thermal Energy
Sources, Recovery, and Applications

Yatish T. Shah, Norfolk State University, Virginia, USA
Series: Sussex Studies in Culture and Communication
The book details sources of thermal energy, methods of capture,
and applications. It describes the basics of thermal energy,
including measuring thermal energy, laws of thermodynamics
that govern its use and transformation, modes of thermal energy,
conventional processes, devices and materials, and the methods
by which it is transferred. It covers 8 sources of thermal energy:
combustion, fusion (solar) fission (nuclear), geothermal,
microwave, plasma, waste heat, and thermal energy storage. In
each case, the methods of production and capture and its uses
are described in detail. It also discusses novel processes and
devices used to improve transfer and transformation processes.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Chemical
January 2018: 8-1/2 x 11: 854pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03353-5: $199.95
eBook: 978-1-315-30595-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033535
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